Capillary columns with in situ formed porous monolithic packing for micro high-performance liquid chromatography and capillary electrochromatography.
Capillary columns with monolithic stationary phase were prepared from silanized fused-silica capillaries of 75 microns I.D. by in situ copolymerization of divinylbenzene either with styrene or vinylbenzyl chloride in the presence of a suitable porogen. The porous monolithic support in this study was used either directly or upon functionalization of the surface to obtain a stationary phase that was appropriate for the separation of peptides by capillary electrochromatography (CEC). The main advantages of monolithic columns are as follows. They do not need retaining frits, they do not have charged particles that can get dislodged in high electric field, and they have relatively high permeability and stability. Whereas such columns are designed especially for CEC, they find application in micro high-performance liquid chromatography (mu-HPLC) as well. Five different porogens were employed to prepare the monolithic columns that were examined for permeability and porosity. The flexibility of fused-silica capillaries was not adversely affected by the monolithic packing and the longevity of the columns was satisfactory. This may also be due to the polymerization technique, which resulted in a fluid-impervious outer layer of the monolith that precluded contact between the fused-silica surface and the liquid mobile phase. For the most promising columns, the conductivity ratios and the parameters of the simplified van Deemter equation, both in mu-HPLC and CEC, were evaluated. It was found that the efficiency of the monolithic columns in CEC was significantly higher than in mu-HPLC in the same way as observed with capillary columns having conventional particulate packing. This is attributed to the relaxation of band-broadening with electroosmotic flow (EOF) with respect to that with viscous flow. It follows then that the requirement of high packing uniformity to obtain high efficiency may also be relaxed in CEC. Angiotensin-type peptides were separated by CEC with columns packed with a monolithic stationary phase having fixed n-octyl chains and quaternary ammonium groups at the surface. Plate heights of about 8 microns were routinely obtained. The mechanism of the separation is based on the interplay between EOF, chromatographic retention and electrophoretic migration of the positively charged peptides. The results of the complex migration process, with highly nonlinear dependence of the migration times on the organic modifier and the salt concentration, cannot be interpreted within the framework of classical chromatography or electrophoresis.